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whm2 x(n) ar~~dlig with gem m3an unit variance and y’Yn) is a 
~M~WW~ Of @et@ 0% ~~18t@nt& Sy  expressions arise thrwghout ime series analysis 
arad net: only ita a relg~sion ~cbnte~& They OC!QW in sc?dnnection with ARMAX 
W&I~S, in HWWQ~~Q~ with mcldek~, for a transient signal prapagating through a 
dl#q~rlsivo medium [l], ia connection with the discrete Fourier transform [3] and in 
cannection with recursive stimatian procedures including stochastic approxima- 
tion, In establishing the central imit tl!eorer;l (CLT) a the associated i~~~~~anc~ 
principle a Lindeberg type condition has tc be met and because of stationarity this 
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will follow, in the present context, from 
lim max [y’N’(n)I/d(N) = 0. 
N--m 1sng.V 
(In [3] this condition is erroneously omitted for it does not follow from ycN’ 
(N)/d(N)+O as it would if ytN’(n) did not depend on N.) We also assume that 
lim d(N)%(N)*) 0, 
N+a 
(3) 
If x(n) has an absolutely continuous spectrum, then 
d(N)-‘S(N)* = J* d(N)-*1 i y(N)(n) einY12f(w) dw, 
-rr n=l 
where .f(o) is the spectral density so that (3) could hold, for example, if f(o) 2 a > 0, 
o E [--‘K, n]. It is for this kind of reason that the perspicuous condition (2) is used 
rather than one expressed irectly in terms of s(N)*. However without some further 
requirement it seems impossible to establish a CLT. In connection with ARMAX 
models it is natural to consider linear processes 
x(n) = 2 4Mn -j), c&(0)=1, 1 
j=O 
&Y; am, E{E(E)I~~-~}=O, E{&z)*}=a*, (4) 
where 9” is the u-algebra determined by e(j), j e n and the e(n) are the linear 
innovations, i.e. e(n) =x(n) -i(n), where i(n) is, in the least squares ense, the best 
linear predictor of x(n). Then it is trivial to check that the condition E{&(n) 1 &-I} = 
0 is equivalent o the statement that the best linear predictor is the best predictor. We 
may evidently l.ake .SFn to be the a-algebra generated by x(m), m s n, since e(n) is 
evidently measurable with respect to that a-algebra. 
It will be shown that the CLT will hold under (2), (3), (4) if additionally 
lim E(&z)* 1 gn.+} = a* as. 
k-+oc, 
(5) 
Considering E{&z)~ I gn-k} as a reversed martingale, it follows from (5) (see [6, p. 
1161) that 
ii% E’@{& (td2 1sn-k}-- a21) = 0. 
-b 
(6) 
This CLT result can hardly be improved upon so far as linear processes are 
concerned. However one would like to establish also an invariance principle i.e. if 
wjq(t) = S(N)-' y'N'(n)X(t2) 
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to show that WN(t) corverges weakly to a standard Brownian rnotion process, W(t), 
in D[O, 1. ] with the usual topology (see [S] or [8] for example). If (4) is strengthened 
bY 
it will be possible to establish this. Of course one expects that (‘7) is not necessary but 
without it we have been unable to establish a maximal inequality that seems to be 
needed. 
For a more general model than (4) introduce 
u(n, j)=E{x(n)I~i}-E(x(n)j~i-1}, (8) 
x(n)= z u(n, n-j)+E(x(n)/K,}. 
j=O 
Put u(n, n -j) = a( j)s( n, n-j), a(j)=E{u(n, n -j)2}“2)0. Then we assume 
E{x(n) 1 E.-oo} = 0 a.s.; f G(j)<oO. (9) 
j=O 
We have used the symbols ct (j) for two somewhat different different things but they 
occupy thie same place in the proofs. Under (9) it was shown in [3] that the CLT holds 
if x(n) is regular. Regularity is, of course, stronger than the first part of (9) since it 
implies that (9) holds not only for x(n) but also for any new stationary process, with 
zero mean, obtained from x(n) by any (not necessarily linear) filter that is non 
anticipatory i.e. whose output at time n is a function only of x(m), m < n. For 
example if x(n) = e(n) cos(nw + c$), where o is irrational, 4 is uniformly distributed 
on the interval L-n, lrr] while e(n) is a sequence that is n.i.d. (0, l), and independent 
of 4, then x(n) is ergodic and evidently satisfies (9). Howevex it is not regular since 
E{E (n)2 cos2(nw + 4) 1 E-43} = cos*(no + q5), 
which is not a constant. Indeed this x(n) is not even weakly mixin;% (see below). In fact 
for the CLT it is sufficient that x(n) be mixing i.e. for any two events A, B in %, 
using T for the shift 
lim {P(An T-“B)- P(A)P(B)}=O. ~a-@00 
A weaker condition is weak mixing, namely 
1 N-l 
(A) n T-"B) - 
(10) 
W) 
However to use tlis condition a stronger condition on y’“‘(n) h;s here been found 
necessary. Let S(N) c { 1,2, . . . , N} and let IS(N)l be the number of elements in 
S(N). Then assum: that therk; !I; a function 4(x), x E [0, 11, with 
(12) 
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We are here saying that the left side of the first part of (12) converges to zero if 
IS(N)IIN -) 0, uniformly in S(N). (This condition appears in [7].) Any stationary 
sequence with finite mean1 square satisfies (12), a.s., as also does any monotonic 
decreasing sequeqce, for which d(N) 2 + 00, and any monotonic increasing sequence 
with sup Ny(NJ2/d(N)? < a. 
2. The CLT and invariance principle 
Theorem. Under (2), (3), (4), (5), (7) or (2), (3), (9) and mixing or (3), (9), (12) and 
weak mixing the invariance principle holds. Under (2), (3), (4), (5) s(N)-’ Cfl’= 1 y ‘*’ 
(n )x(n) converges in distribution to a standard normal variate. 
Put, following [3], 
x,(n) = ii a (Mn, n -4 
j=o 
Then 
<E[d(N)B2 g Ia(k)l f Ia( max ( i ~(j,j-k)y~j))~] 
k=r+l k=?+l lS?tGN j=l 
00 2 
64 c 0) cy 
k=r+l 
(13) 
by Doob’s inequality [6, p. 6811, since xi”=, e( j, j - k) ytN’( j) is a martingale. Since 
max 
1StIG.N 
E d(N) ( -fFl Ix(i)-x~(i)}y'N'(i)12} 
is no greater than (13) and CT_+1 a(k) may be made as small as is desired by (9), it 
will be sufficient to establish the invariance principle with x(n) replaced by x,(n). 
Evidently the same argument applies to the model (4) under (7) and we shall then 
again put 
x,(n) = i <x(j)&(n -j). 
j=O 
We may also assume that r Is chosen sufficiently large for (3) to be maintained when 
x(n) is replaced by x,(n). 
NOW, following [3, p. 1611, 
d(N)-1 t x,(j) I’m’ = 
j=l 
= d(N)-’ jcl { ,E y’N’(j + k)u(k +j, j)) - HtN)(n) + ,uCN)(0), 
= 
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where 
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/dN’(n) == ct( yfN’(k) i 
j=k-n 
M(k, k _j)}” 
Here c’ is over n + 1 G k ~min(n +r, N). Howe rer, 
lim P{ max ~(N)-‘IJ.J’~‘(~+~) i u(n+Z,n+Z--j)l>~}=0 
lv-*oo lCn=GV-I j=l 
because of (2) (or (12), which implies (2)) so that max, Ig’N’(n)l/d(N) converges in 
probability to zero. Since evidently max, E{~u.(~)(n)*}/d(N)* converges to zero as 
N + 00 it now is necessary to establish the invariance principle only for 
k,(t) 
c lN(n)/ c” E{6N(n)*), &V(n) = i ytN’(n + k)u(n + k, n), 
n= 1 n=l k=O 
kN(t) =SUp( n 1 i E&v(j)*}/ f %V(j!*b 30 
j=l j=l 
(14) 
Of course the &J(n) are martingale differences. The same reasoning applies also (4), 
under (7). Then 
and the first part of the theorem follows from [5, Corollary 2.91 using (6), (2). (Of 
course e(n)* being stationary is uniformly integrable.) Indeed the only condition that 
does not follow trivially is the recguirement that 
plim ‘f’ E{&&)*~~~, (S)}/ f E{(N(~z)*} s U - t, s<tQ4<1. 
N In=&&) n=l 
However the expression on the left is 
k&d 
c [ ( i ycN)(n +W4k)]2/n~l { k$oY’N’(n +K)U(k))*]~E{~(n)*l~kN(S)) 
n=kN(t) k=O 
and from (6) this converges in probability to 
n=kN(t) 
[ ( i y’N’(n +k)aO}2/n~l (,I?, y’N’(n + k)ol(k))*] 
k=O 
k,(U) 
c 
which from (14) (and (2)) converges to u - t. 
For the second and third parts of the theorem we use [8, Theorem 2] and check 
conditions A of that theorem. To check that 
plim F [N(n)* {l&)2)]/ f cN(d* = 0, E ’ 
N-m ,,=I n= 1 n=l 
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is straightforward and will be omitted. It is then necessary only to check that 
{f;zr(n)2}=t, Octsl. 
N+w n=l 1 
To this end let us put q(n)=u(n+k, n)u(n+I, n)-E{u(n+k, n)u(n+& n)} and 
z(~)(~z) := ytN’(n -t= k)ylN)(n + I) and let us show that 
converges in probability to zero. If 71(n) = ~(4 when Irl(n)l cc, 7&z) = 
rl(n)- rll(n), then 
s 2E{lq2(0)I}[ d (N)-‘{ ‘f:’ y ‘“‘(n + k)2 ‘f) ytN’(n + ~~2) 1’2] 
?I= ?I= 1 
and since the factor in square brackets converges to unity for i) c k, I s r, by (2), while 
E(1?72(O)l) may be made arbitrarily small by taking c large it is sufficient to con- 
sider q(n) uniformly bounded, stationary and mixing (weakly mixing) since vi(n) 
will be mixing (weakly mixing) if x(p1) is so. Using o for a point in the sample space 
over which q(n) is defined, put 
Aj={wIa+ q(O, W) s aj+d, 
where ai+: - ai c E. Then, if xi(w) is the indicator function of Ai, 
Iv(n) -3 ajXj(T-WI < &, 
and it is sufficient to prove the result for C ajxi( T-“w) and hence for xi( T-“o) (after 
mean correcting these). However 
E{ ‘f) I’N’(n)Xi(T-“w)ld(N)2}2 = 
n= 1 
= d(N)-4 
n=-kN(t)+l 
( P(A~ f7 T-~A~) C P(w~)z(~)(~ + n j}, 
m 
where the inner sum is over 1 s m, n s kN(t). If (10) holds we see that this converges 
to 
(Aj)2d(N)-4[ k$r) rcN’(n)]’ 
1 
. , 
whic’;l shows that the variance of (15) (with q (0) replaced b:g xi(w)) converges to zero. 
If x(1.2) ison!y weakly mixing but (12) holds we procz& IS follows. From [9, Vol. II, 
p. 1811 and (11) it follows that there is 8 sequence of intc,.;ers n(k), n(k + 1)~ n(k), 
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so that 
and for which the sequence n(k) is of density one, i.e. the proportion of n(k) in 
11 9.“) n} converges to unity. Let n(k)’ be the complementary sequence in the set of 
all positive integers. Then II (k)’ has density zero. Now 
d(N)-4 C [{P(Aj n TWn”‘Ai) - P(Aj)2} C z(~)(wz)z(~)(HI + n(k))] 
n(k) WI 
converges to zero as N + 00, as before. On the other hand 
d (N)-4 1 {P(Aj A T-“‘k”Aj) - P(Aj)2} C 
n(k)’ 
m Z(N+n)z(N)(m +n(k)‘)] s 
s 2d(N)-4 f ]~‘~‘(m)l c’ ]~(~)(wt + n(k)‘1 
m=l 
where the inner sum is over n (k)’ such that 1 s m + n(k)’ G N. By (12) this expression 
converges to zero. Th Y: if either x(n) is mixing or is weakly mixing and (12) holds, 
then (15) converges in probability to zero and from this is follows that 
converges to 
Thus parts two and three of the theorem are established. For the last part we proceed 
as in [3, p. 1661 to consider 
s(N)-’ 2 1 f y’N’(n)a(n +jN -u) &(u -jN), I kN=N+jN, u=l ln=l 
where jN is chosen so that 
converges in mean square 
previous reference, it may 
ytN’(n)a(n -u) 
I 
E(U) 
to zero. Precisely as in [4, p. 2331, as pointed out in the 
r be shown that 
lim sup Is(N)-’ f y’N’(n)a(n +jN -u)l = 0, 
N+ao lsuskw n= 1 
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We may now once more check the conditions of Corollary 2.9 of [5], almost exactly 
as before. Indeed one can again prove an invariance principle, now putting 
However this invariance principle is not relevant to the statistic (1) so that only the 
CLT is of interest. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. Discussion 
An alternative approach to such a theorem as that proved here would be via 
Theorem 2.4 in [SJ, in which Xn,i is to be identified with y’“‘(i)x(i)/s(n). There are 
problems with the definition of the quantities 0i.i since it is not necessarily true that 
E( i, y ‘“‘(i)x(i)/~(n)]~ 2 E( I<- y’“‘(i)xols(n))2. 
PI= 
but these could no doubt be handled. However the $k occurring in [S] becomes, in 
the present context, $k = {x;k a! (i)2}“2. The condition 
is stronger than C Ill c 00. Indeed 
so that 
On the other hand if a(i) = iv’ when i is the square of an integer and otherwise is 
zero, where 4~ 6 s:, then C la(i)1 c 00 but. the left side of (16) diverges. 
Of course the theorem in [5] is otherwise more general. 
It may be pointed out that the condition (7) is used only to truncate the series for 
x(n) and replace it by x,(n). Thus for the central limit theorem a sufficient condition, 
repRacing (7), would be of the kind used in [2], namely 
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However the condition (7) ensures that f(u) is continuous. Without at least this 
continuity it is difficult to see how one could calculate a suitable estimate for 
d(N)-2s(N)2., (See [4, Chapter VII] for such formulae.) 
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